Iridescent glass for packaging decoration
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Abstract

Glass decoration has become a major challenge for cosmetics, perfumes or wines and spirits packaging manufacturers, particularly represented in the Centre-Val de Loire Region (France). Many processes are used to aimed to glass coloration or glass surface and volume texturing. Among the printing processes, screen printing or transfer marking are used to obtain logo, text, or pattern on a glass surface. Laser pickling processes make it possible to obtain a certain surface texturing offering a particular decorative aspect while laser engraving achieves to print very fine patterns on the glass surface or volume. To accommodate the growing demand in this area, the development of new processes based on laser technology and making it possible to obtain iridescent patterns on the glass surface or volume, is envisaged to replace certain polluting processes currently used. Glass phase separation is also a promising process to drive the glass coloration and iridescent appearance by controlling the phase separated domain size, dispersion and optical index. We will present the optical numerical simulation model based on Mie scattering theory which allows to guide the glass synthesis by defining the favorable relationship between glass microstructure and optical index to obtain iridescent phenomenon. The glasses physico-chemical and optical properties obtained from exploration of borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate chemical systems will be also presented. X-ray diffraction, and electron microscopy observations and analyses have been carried out to identify the nature, size, shape and distribution of the phase separated domains controlled by the glass chemical composition and thermal treatments. The glasses structural properties have been investigated by high-resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy while optical properties have been determined thanks to absorption and diffusion measurements in a large spectral range. First results of the interaction of phase separated glass surfaces with an infrared laser beam will be exposed.
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